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Munkaidő: 180 perc 
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ÚTMUTATÓ 

A munka megkezdése előtt nyomtatott nagybetűvel ki kell tölteni az adatokat 

tartalmazó részt és minden különálló lapon a versenyző nevét, osztályát! 

A feladatok megoldásához íróeszközön kívül más segédeszköz (pl. szótár) nem 

használható! A feladatlapon dolgozzon, csak akkor írja be válaszait a válaszlapra, ha döntése 

végleges. A válaszlapon tollal kell dolgozni, azon csak egyértelmű javítás fogadható el. 

Azokban a kérdésekben, ahol szavakat kell beírni, csak a tökéletes helyesírással beírt 

megoldások értékelhetőek (kis és nagy kezdőbetű megkülönböztetése nem számít). 

A feladatlapot a szaktanár (szaktanári munkaközösség) értékeli központi javítási-értékelési 

útmutató alapján. Továbbküldhetők az I. kategóriában a legalább 70 pontra értékelt, a II. 

kategóriában a legalább 75 pontra értékelt válaszlapok. 

 

A VERSENYZŐ ADATAI 
 

A versenyző neve: ............................................................................................. oszt.: .............. 

Kategória: I. kategória      II. kategória*   (*A megfelelő aláhúzandó!)     

Az iskola neve: ..…………………………………………………………………..................... 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

Az iskola címe: ……............. irsz. ………....................................................................... város 

………………………….........................................................................utca ......................hsz. 

 

Iskolai pontszám: ………………………              Bizottsági pontszám:………………….. 

Javító tanár aláírása: ………………….              Felüljavítók aláírása: …………………. 

…………………. 
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I. Read the article below about a hilarious cat myth story, and complete the text by writing one 

word in each space. Write the word next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. There 

is one example (0) at the beginning. 

 
 

 

The hilarious cat myth story the internet is buzzing about 

 

 

It’s not just cat videos (0) ..that... can go viral on the web. Merely telling cat stories can be equally 

entertaining, and there’s one such story that took the Internet by storm. The tale actually details a cat 

experiment gone seriously wrong, which is probably (1) ...  it’s going viral. Someone tried to put a 

matter to rest (2) ... and for all: Do cats always land on their feet?  

The story went viral on Reddit initially, scoring more than 10,000 points, as per The Poke. It then hit 

Twitter, where thousands of people shared and liked it. 

Here it is, in its entirety, and you absolutely have to read it (3) ...  full. 

My dad was a skydiver back in the sixties. There was a guy in his club that was a nut. He had the idea 

that he could test the axiom that “cats always land on their feet” from free fall altitude, where he 

would fall with them and observe their self-righting behavior. He had (4) ...  interest in aiding their 

descent; he just wanted to see how they behaved in free fall. In his plan, landing was the cats’ 

problem, not his. Scientific impartiality, or some such thing. 

He took four stray cats up in a pillowcase for the jump. After exiting the plane, he turned the 

pillowcase (5) ...  out, releasing the cats.  To his great surprise, all four cats attached (6) ...  to his body 

immediately. With their claws. Given that cats have 18 claws each, he was punctured at (7)... 72 times. 

More, probably, because he struggled vainly to remove the cats as he fell, but they were having none 

of it, and would reattach with even more conviction with every effort he (8) ... to pull them off. 

Presently, he was out of altitude, and had to turn his attention to opening the chute. Let’s pause to do 

some math. A chute opening  (9)... generate as much as 3 Gs of force.  The average cat weighs 8 lbs at 

1 G. At three Gs, this becomes 24 lbs per cat. So when the chute opened, for a moment this guy had 72 

razor sharp claws in his skin, each one being pulled down with a force of about one and a third 

pounds. That’s 96 pounds of cat. He was sliced (10) ... ribbons, basically. 

All four cats hung on through the chute opening, although the skydiver’s shredded flesh allowed each 

one to slip several inches. Bleeding and in misery, the skydiver managed to make a safe, (11) ...  rather 

rough, landing in a farm field. 

As soon as he hit the earth, all four cats ran off across the field, leaving him to lie there bleeding from 

his hundred or so wounds. He was the only member of the skydiving club that was displeased with the 

results of his experiment. 

 

http://bgr.com/2016/06/07/funny-cat-skydiving-experiment/ 

 

 

http://bgr.com/tag/cats/
http://www.thepoke.co.uk/2016/06/06/cat-experiement-goes-wrong-in-funny-way-yeah/
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II. Read the article below about humid heat waves. Some of the lines contain an unnecessary 

word, which does not fit into the sentence. If there is an unnecessary word in a line, write it next 

to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. If the line is correct, put a tick () next to the 

appropriate number on your answer sheet. There are two examples (0, 00) at the beginning. 

 

 

Climate change to cause humid heatwaves that will kill even healthy people 

 

Extreme heatwaves that kill even healthy people within the hours will strike (0)_the__ 

parts of the Indian subcontinent unless global carbon emissions are (00)___ 

cut in sharply and soon, according to new research. (12)_____ 

Even outside these hotspots, for three-quarters of the 1.7bn population – particularly (13)_____ 

those farming in the Ganges and Indus valleys – will be exposed to a level of their (14)_____ 

humid heat which classed as posing “extreme danger” towards the end of the century. (15)_____ 

The new analysis assesses for the impact of climate change on the deadly (16)_____ 

combination of heat and humidity, measured as the “wet bulb” temperature (WBT). (17)_____ 

Once this reaches to 35C, the human body cannot cool itself by sweating and (18)_____ 

even then fit people sitting in the shade will die within six hours. The revelations show (19)_____ 

the most severe impacts of global warming they may strike those nations, such as (20)_____ 

India, whose carbon emissions are still rising as they lift millions of people (21)_____ 

out of poverty. “It presents a dilemma for India between the need to grow by (22)_____ 

economically at a fast pace, consuming fossil fuels, and the need to avoid such as  (23)_____ 

potentially lethal impacts,” said Prof. Elfatih Eltahir, at Massachusetts Institute (24)_____ 

of Technology in the US, who led in the new study. “To India, global climate change is (25)_____ 

no longer any abstract – it is about how to save potentially vulnerable populations.” (26)_____ 

Heatwaves are already meaning a major risk in South Asia, with a severe episode in (27)_____ 

2015 leading to 3,500 deaths, and India has recorded its hottest ever day in 2016 (28)_____ 

when the temperature in the city of Phalodi, Rajasthan, hit 51C high. Another new (29)_____ 

study this week linked the impact of climate change to the suicides of nearly (30)_____ 

60,000 Indian farmers. 

 

 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/aug/02/climate-change-to-cause-humid-heatwaves-that-will-

kill-even-healthy-people 
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III. Read the following job advertisement. Use the words in brackets to form words that fit in 

the gaps. Write one word only in each gap. Write the word next to the appropriate number on 

your answer sheet. There is one example (0) at the beginning. 

 

 

The best childcare job advertisement 

 

 

We are looking for a (0) ...highly... (high) qualified nanny who has a degree in child psychology, 

no children of their own and a minimum of 15 years of  (31) ..... (nanny) experience. The candidate 

must be willing to work six days a week, 7am to 8pm. We have four homes in London, Barbados, 

Cape Town and Atlanta. The (32) ..... (apply)  therefore must be comfortable with flying regularly, 

as they may be required to travel internationally up to three times a week, depending where the 

children are.  

I feel it is best to be upfront – the role is demanding. Our children are home-schooled and require 

constant attention and (33) ..... (supervise), even when they are with their teachers. We’d like our 

nanny to participate in lessons where appropriate, to help further their studies outside of the 

classroom. 

We’d prefer our nanny to eat with the children at every meal, which will be cooked for them by a 

Michelin star chef; however, this isn’t (34) ..... (mandate). We have multiple cars including a 

Porsche, Range Rover and Maserati, which are available for the candidate to use – we expect the 

nanny to run errands and take the children to various daily appointments. A clean UK driving 

license is a must. 

My husband and I are often absent due to work and social (35) ..... (commit), but when we are 

home we like to have time alone with our children. Therefore, there will be periods where we ask 

our nanny to take leave to allow us to have (36) ..... (qualify) time as a family.  

We do not mind what the nanny does with their free time; however, binge drinking or drug taking 

will not be tolerated and will result in instant (37) ..... (dismiss). 

(38) ..... (idea) our nanny will be trained in self-defence, however, if the right candidate doesn’t 

already have this training we insist the candidate take the course and we will pay for it, so this is 

(39) ..... (negotiate). 

We wish to find the perfect nanny for our family and it’s vital that our children like the successful 

candidate. Therefore, there is a 2-week paid (40) ..... (provision) period, where the nanny is 

required to live with us in one of our homes, so we can test the water! 

We are offering a salary of  £100,000 per annum and require a confidentiality agreement (CA) to 

be signed as well for reasons of (41) ..... (private) Please, no time wasters. The successful 

candidate must fulfil all the above requirements as we are keen to find the perfect new (42) ..... 

(add) to our family. 

 
https://www.childcare.co.uk/profile/2398492 
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IV. Read the following extract and choose the verb form that fits best in the gap. Write the letter 

of the chosen form next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. There is one example 

(0) at the beginning. 

 

 

Stephen Bradley was delivering a lecture on group theory at the Mathematics Institute in Oxford to 

third-year undergraduates. He (0) ...A... with horror that morning in The Daily Telegraph of the 

collapse of Discovery Oil. He had immediately rung his broker, who (43)...... the full facts. David 

Kesler, -  the friend who (44) ......  him into investing his money in Discovery Oil -,  (45) ......  without 

trace. The lecture Stephen was giving was not going well. He (46) ......  the least. He only hoped that 

the undergraduates (47) .......  his absentmindedness for genius rather than (48) .......  it for what it          

(49) ...... — total despair. He was at least thankful (50) ......  his final lecture of the Hilary term. At last 

it ended and he (51) ......  to his rooms in Magdalen College, (52) ...... . Why the hell did he put 

everything into one basket? How could he, the cool, calculating don, have been so reckless and so 

greedy? Mainly because he trusted David, and he still found it hard to believe that his friend was 

involved in any way. Perhaps he (53) ......  for granted that someone he had helped at Harvard (54) ......  

right automatically. Damn it all, he hadn't been a brilliant mathematician. There must be a simple 

explanation. He must be able to get his money back. 

 

Extract from Not a penny more, not a penny less by Jeffrey Archer, Chapter 4 

 

 

(0) A. had read     B. was reading  

 C. used to read      D. would read 

 

(43) A. would still find out    B. was still going to find out 

 C. was still trying to find out   D. still tried to find out 

(44)  A. had talked      B. talked   

 C. used to talk      D. would have talked  

(45) A. seemed to vanish    B. had seemed to vanish 

 C. seemed vanished    D. seemed to have vanished 

(46) A. preoccupied saying    B. was preoccupied saying 

 C. was preoccupied to say   D. preoccupied to say 

(47)  A. will misconstrue    B. can misconstrue 

 C. would misconstrue    D. could misconstrue 

(48) A. recognising     B. to recognise 

 C. recognised     D. recognise 

(49) A. should be     B. was 

 C. would be     D. is 

(50) A. for being     B. that it had been 

 C. it having been    D. that it was 

(51) A. was able to return    B. should return 

 C. must have returned    D. may return  

(52) A. wondered where to start   B. to wonder where he should start 

 C. wondering where to start   D. wondered where he should start 

(53) A. mightn’t have taken    B. mustn’t have taken 

 C. shouldn’t have had to take   D. shouldn’t have taken 

(54) A. would be     B. may be 

 C. were      D. might be 
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V. Read the text below about a rescue effort and decide which word (A–Q) best fits each 

numbered gap. There are two extra answers that do not fit into any of the gaps. Write the letter 

of your choice next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. There is one example (0) at 

the beginning. 

 

'It is beautiful': volunteer army fans out to help communities flooded by Harvey 

 

John Brown brought his fishing boat, a (0)__G__ 16ft skiff, and piloted it around submerged streets 

and avenues, seeking strangers to rescue. 

Dale Montalban brought his wetsuit and (55)_____ into the muddy water, escorting people to the 

boats and (56)_____ their bags. 

Cassandra Luna bought a $9.95 life vest from Walmart and (57)_____ it in case someone, anyone, 

might need it. 

All three were among the throngs of volunteers who fanned across flooded areas in and around 

Houston on Monday. They (58)_____ to do so all week. 

No one sent them and no one paid them – yet for the sake of people they had never met, they exposed 

themselves to pelting rain and ominous warnings that Hurricane Harvey, now a tropical storm, would 

(59)_____ fresh mayhem. 

“I think it’s beautiful, everybody coming together to do this,” said Brown, 41, a metalworker. 

He spoke amid a grim scene: flood waters (60) _____ through Woodlands, a community just north of 

Houston, marooning hundreds of families in their homes. The affluent High Oaks neighbourhood was 

especially badly hit, with leafy streets and avenues (61)______ into waist-high bayous. 

Yet Brown had left his own home 30 miles away, itself partially (62) _____, and driven through 

torrents to offer his boat and expertise to people in need. 

Montalban (63) ______ the same compulsion and laboured for hours amid rising waters to deliver 

families, property and pets to relatively dry land, where vehicles (64) _____ to take them to shelters. 

Luna, 25, turned up with her (65) _____ of an orange life vest, still with its price tag. “I was 

(66)_____ there wasn’t going to be any help. But there are so many people here.” 

Here was the America of the ideal: one nation, indivisible. A republic of citizens (67) _____ out for 

each other. No politics or polarisation. No fake news or social media bubbles. A crisis all could see, 

and a response all wanted to be part of. 

How long would it last? Donald Trump was due in Texas on Tuesday so perhaps the clock was (68) 

_____. But for one day at least, there was unity among the rescuers and rescued, a coalition of races 

and income groups. And there was, remarkably, calm. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/aug/29/it-is-beautiful-volunteer-army-fans-out-to-help-

communities-flooded-by-harvey 

A) offering B) brought C) vowed D) felt E) imagining 

F) surged G) battered H) shuttled I) resisted J) submerged 

K) looking L) waded M) hoping N) ticking O) turned  

P) hauling Q) unleash 
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VI. Read the text about career choices and choose the best sentences (A–K) from the list below to 

fill each of the numbered gaps. There is one extra sentence that does not fit into any of the gaps. 

Write the letter of your choice next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. There is 

one example (0) right at the beginning. 

 

Andrew W.K. on Finding (and Following) Your Passion 

 

(0)__H__ At the tender age of 15—not a boy, not yet a man—my dream suddenly seemed entirely 

within reach. I wanted to be a fashion designer. Badly. When I wrote a letter to one of my favorite 

designers, Rei Kawakubo at Comme des Garçons, I had no expectation it would go anywhere. I just 

wanted to express my appreciation and gratitude for the radical and transgressive beauty her clothes 

brought into the world. (69)_____ 

My letter had been forwarded to the New York offices, and the people there said they were excited to 

hear from me. (70)_____ They told me that when I turned 18, if I moved to New York City, they'd 

give me entry-level employment. I was elated, not quite fully understanding the slow-burn torture I 

was about to run head-on into. (71)_____ 

I thought about my future constantly, this move to the big city to work for the influential fashion 

house. I saved money for what felt like an eternity, continuing my work on sewing and studying 

everything I could about the industry. (72)_____ I arrived with a dream in my heart and stars in my 

eyes. 

(73)_____ My job lasted about two months. I was in way over my head, and everyone seemed to know 

it, especially my boss. When I finally realized it too, I felt nauseous—like all the inertia and 

momentum that had seemed to propel me toward my destiny had instantly fallen apart. It wasn't only 

that I was in over my head; I didn't like the work. (74)_____ I wasn't doing anything creative. I was 

filing papers in a basement office on Wooster Street. It was nothing like I pictured. 

(75)_____ I was deflated. Some deeper sense of purpose motivated me to stay in New York. Over the 

next four years, events worked out in a way I couldn't have predicted, and, earlier in my life, I 

wouldn't have even wanted. 

The fashion chapter of my life isn't one I talk about often and isn't widely known—odd, considering 

how impeccably I dress today. (76)_____ "Oh," they say, quizzically. "So music wasn't always your 

passion?" 

I suppose it wasn't. (77)_____ I don't mean to blow your mind here, but... what if my incongruent 

interest in the fashion was the vehicle destiny used to get me into the entertainment industry? Into my 

true passion that I didn't even know I had? 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/53qxwd/andrew-wk-on-finding-and-following-your-passion 

 

A) The dream died, and the stars dimmed. 

B) Then, reality set in. 

C) But then again, I think maybe it was. 

D) Three years feels like a very long time to wait at that age, especially for a dream so palpably close 

to coming true. 

E) They even made me a job offer. 

F) After three months I got promoted. 

G) Some are confused by the story. 

H) I couldn't believe it. 

I) I was shocked when I received a reply. 

J) When I turned 18, I was on a train to NYC within days. 

K) I wasn't making clothes. 
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VII. Read the text below about Chinese web users and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best 

fits each space. Write the letter of your choice next to the appropriate number on your answer 

sheet. There is one example (0) at the beginning. 

 

Chinese web users discuss hitches to getting married 

 

Chinese social media users have been (0) _A_  doubts about the institution of marriage, prompted by a 

post on a popular Sina Weibo account about a New York Times report saying Chinese people were 

increasingly disinclined to get hitched. 

This is because of better education, "but also because they have good incomes and have lost the (78) 

__  incentive to marry," the post on Sina Liaoning declared. 

Many users agree, and have set out why they (79) __  believe in marriage. 

The post led (80) __  of social media users to the #ChinesePeopleUnwillingToGetMarried hashtag to 

express a view. (81) __  some say they would still like to get married one day, many users think the 

institution is not as relevant as it once was. 

What's changed? An ageing population and the now-scrapped one-child policy have led to a huge age 

and gender (82) __  in Chinese society, meaning that many men are simply unable to find a partner. 

And the poorest often lose (83) __ , given that when a couple marries, it has been the tradition for the 

husband to buy a home for his bride. Seventy per cent of women see having an apartment (84) __  a 

prerequisite for men to ask for marriage, a study found. 

There are also changing attitudes among young women, especially (85) __  wanting to pursue higher 

education and rise through the (86) __  in business, rather than be seen as financially dependent on a 

partner. Many have also defied their parents' expectations, and have sought out a partner (87)__ for 

love. 

Divorce rates in China are also higher than ever before.  

The Sina Liaoning account posted an online poll in which Weibo users were asked if they still wanted 

to marry, (88) __  that might be. Some 40% of the users who took part said they would marry for love. 

The (89) __  pointed to external factors. 7% said it was because their "families (90) __  them", and 6% 

said they were "afraid of being alone". Others said they would get married to prove that they "weren't 

weird or different."  
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-37411681 

 

 

(0) A.  expressing  B.  saying  C.  giving  D.  sounding 

(78) A.  economical  B.  finance  C.  economic  D.  revenue 

(79) A.  already not  B.  not more  C.  not any more D.  no longer     

(80) A.  ten thousand B.  tens of thousands C.  tens of thousand D.  ten thousands 

(81) A.  While  B.  Nevertheless C.  However  D.  Unlike 

(82) A.  crack  B.  gap   C.  breach  D.  split 

(83) A.  it   B.  out   C.  track  D.  count 

(84) A.  to   B.  for   C.  as   D.  in 

(85) A.  the one  B.  whose  C.  one   D.  those 

(86) A.  works  B.  ranks  C.  ladders  D.  degrees 

(87) A.  barely  B.  especially  C.  solely  D.  altogether 

(88) A.  what  B.  why   C.  then   D.  which 

(89) A.  remainders  B.  leftover  C.  remnant  D.  rest 

(90) A.  pressed it on B.  forced it to  C.  persuaded it into D.  put it to 
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VIII. Read these short extracts of reviews about the Oscar-winning film The Revenant and the 

questions that follow. Then match the reviews (A, B, C and D) with the questions, according to 

the text. Write the letter of your choice next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. 

There is one example (0) at the beginning. 

A. 

What a preposterously enjoyable film DiCaprio and his director, Alejandro González Iñárritu, have 

cooked up – a glistening, gut-wrenching wilderness concerto grosso, drunk on blockbuster quantities 

of self-importance and with the coppery tang of machismo pricking on its palate. If you’ve read any 

coverage of the film, you’ll be familiar with the on-set horror stories: the perishing cold, the miserable 

cross-country tramps to remote locations, Iñárritu’s schedule-destroying insistence on shooting only 

with the available natural light. What psychological gristle there is doesn’t come in DiCaprio’s portion 

of the film because, gripping as his story may be, there isn’t much more to the character than suffering 

and stoicism. Instead, the intrigue comes in the side-story about the companions who abandon him. 

Every step of their respective journeys feels treacherous, every frame infused with the landscape’s 

diamond-tipped beauty and breezy disregard for human life. Snow whirls and billows, twilight 

glowers on the horizon, embers dance like fireflies in the night. The hallucinatory texture of the film’s 

world rhymes perfectly with Ryuichi Sakamoto and Alva Noto’s ambient score. The visuals come 

courtesy of the brilliant cinematographer Emmanuel Lubezki, who also racks up some show-stopping 

tracking shots here that match the "single-take" stunt in his and Iñárritu’s previous collaboration, 

Birdman – if not for length, then for nerveless swagger. “Pain is temporary, but a film is forever,” 

Iñárritu said. He’s absolutely right, but forever isn’t a concept The Revenant has any time for. It’s two 

and a half hours of beautiful, visceral present – a film that’s chasing transcendence and wants it now, 

now, now. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/film/the-revenant/review/ 

B. 

Alejandro G Iñárritu’s last film, the Oscar-winning Birdman, was an energising, disorientating and 

frankly exhausting rollercoaster ride – and that was a comedy about a bunch of narcissistic actors. 

Imagine then what the same director can do with a brutal western about a frontiersman who is mauled 

by a bear, and then treks for miles through hellishly harsh terrain, dodging vengeful natives and 

vicious soldiers along the way. Having just won a Golden Globe, DiCaprio is being tipped for Oscar 

glory, too, although that’s largely due to the reports of what he suffered during production. The  

Revenant compelled him to tumble down snowy hillsides, swim in frozen rivers, crawl along mossy 

forest floors and sink his teeth into raw bison liver. Despite the awe-inspiring scenery and the 

phenomenal action, the film’s one-note protagonist may leave you all-too conscious of the numbing 

156-minute running time. And the various subplots don’t help, either: interludes with the Arikara 

tribespeople, the bedraggled hunting party and a rival French company are all surplus to requirements. 

The only really intriguing person in The Revenant is Hardy’s twitchy, self-justifying Fitzgerald, not 

least because he is the only one with a sense of humour.  
 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20160114-film-review-how-good-is-the-revenant 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/film/birdman/review/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/film/the-revenant/review/
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20160114-film-review-how-good-is-the-revenant
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C. 

 

Leonardo DiCaprio delivers a barnstorming performance as the embattled Glass, whose quest for 

survival takes him on a Herzogian odyssey to the very borders of life and death. The freezing 

temperatures of the breathtaking environment (all filmed in natural light) seem to  

seep into his very bones. Having swept to Oscar victory with the faux one-shot gimmickry of 

Birdman, director Alejandro González Iñárritu once again hitches his wagon to the technical brilliance 

of cinematographer Emmanuel Lubezki, working wonders with his digital Arri Alexa cameras. Via 

Lubezki’s sweeping widescreen lenses we find ourselves viscerally dragged through the wilderness, 

violent ambushes and life-threatening confrontations caught in superbly orchestrated lengthy takes, the 

camera following on foot, on horseback, through woods and plains, air and water, often without 

apparent edits. This is muscular film-making, and much has been made of the punishing physicality of 

the “living hell” shoot in Canada and Argentina, with a digital grizzly bear one of the few obvious 

concessions to artificiality. 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/jan/17/the-revenant-review-leonardo-dicaprio-alejandro-

gonzalez-inarritu-tom-hardy-domhnall-gleeson 

 

D. 

The Revenant was a myth before it was a film, in a number of senses, and it probably should have 

stayed one. Loosely based on the oft-retold, unreliable 19th-century real-life survival tale of Hugh 

Glass, The Revenant was a famously grueling production, shot in three different countries (the United 

States, Canada, and Argentina) amid unforgiving weather conditions, in part to accommodate its 

director’s insistence on using only natural light sources. The production went massively over budget, 

and rumors of on-set altercations swirled, leading many to wonder if The Revenant was destined to be 

a career-ruining cautionary tale of excessive ambition and auteurist hubris. It’s too bad it’s not: that 

would have made for a more interesting movie. Even the best thing about The Revenant is maddening: 

It is one of the most visually stunning studio films in recent memory, with long takes winding through 

dusk-dappled woods, seemingly impossible shots of men floating through whitewater rapids and 

horses falling off cliffs. All this useless beauty, in service of obscuring a lazy screenplay and 

aggressively dimensionless characters. 
 

http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/culturebox/2016/02/the_revenant_is_awful_stupid_boring_terrible_and
_the_worst_best_picture.html 

Which review suggests that... 

there is a more interesting character in the film than the protagonist?   (0) __B__ 

the film is too long?        (91) _____ 

there had been much hype about the film before its release?   (92)  _____ 

the shooting of the film took longer because of the director?   (93)  _____ 

the computer generated images were too obvious?   (94)  _____ 

the production was more expensive than expected?   (95)  _____ 

the leading actor had the opportunity to show off his acting talent?   (96)  _____ 

the music was a good choice?   (97)  _____ 

there are superfluous elements in the plot ?  (98)  _____ 

that some arguments developed during the shooting?   (99)  _____ 

that the director’s previous film had a less interesting topic than this one?   (100) ____ 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/jan/04/birdman-alejandro-gonzalez-inarritu-review-michael-keaton
http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/history/2015/12/hugh_glass_how_accurate_is_the_revenant_a_history_of_a_folk_tale.html
http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/10/tom-hardy-the-revenant-wrestling
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VÁLASZLAP 

A feladatok megoldásához íróeszközön kívül más segédeszköz (pl. szótár) nem használható! 

A válaszlapon tollal dolgozzon! A válaszlapon tollal kell dolgozni, azon csak egyértelmű 

javítás fogadható el. 

Azokban a kérdésekben, ahol szavakat kell beírni, csak a tökéletes helyesírással beírt 

megoldások értékelhetőek.  

A feladatlapot a szaktanár (szaktanári munkaközösség) értékeli központi javítási-értékelési 

útmutató alapján. 

 

1   31   55   78  

2   32   56   79  

3   33   57   80  

4   34   58   81  

5   35   59   82  

6   36   60   83  

7   37   61   84  

8   38   62   85  

9   39   63   86  

10   40   64   87  

11   41   65   88  

12   42   66   89  

13      67   90  

14   43   68   91  

15   44   69   92  

16   45   70   93  

17   46   71   94  

18   47   72   95  

19   48   73   96  

20   49   74   97  

21   50   75   98  

22   51   76   99  

23   52   77   100  

24   53        

25   54        

26           

27           

28           

29           

30           

 

Dolgozatát beadta: …......................................... óra ….................................. perckor 
 

A dolgozat írását felügyelő tanár aláírása: ............................................................................... 


